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“Just because it left the headlines, doesn’t mean it left the planet.”
In support of the efforts of Aid Still Required, Morgan
Freeman has agreed to the auction of an “experience”
with him, which can be won through auction style
bidding, hosted by Omaze. The experience will include
a red carpet meet and greet, two tickets to the
premiere of his latest film Transcendence, and two
tickets to the after party. This is a very exciting
opportunity and with the bidding starting at only $10 it’s
worth a try to support a phenomenal cause!
Aid Still Required is a nonprofit with a new and
newsworthy view on foreign aid. We all know that when
a disaster occurs, especially in places
like Haiti and Indonesia, or in the occurrence of an
event like Hurricane Katrina, that immediate needs
must be met to secure the health and safety of those
affected. Still, how much good has been done when
the life you saved is in danger from the very same thing
that afflicted him or her just a week earlier?

Morgan Freeman (Photo Credit: eonline.com)

A focus on creating sustainable change has never really been a huge method for a lot of charities who are
traditionally involved in providing relief aid. Immediate relief is only one part of the story of truly healing a
place and it’s people, money must be allocated to create real, substantial, and sustainable change in
infrastructure.
Nearly 70% of relief funds are spent in the first three months after a natural disaster or human crisis, and
little to no thought is given to what will happen later. With a huge allegiance of celebrity supporters that
include Mia Farrow, Jared Leto, Sarah Silverman, and Common, Aid Still Required works to bring
awareness to the forgotten victims of tragedy who are still in need and will continue to be in need until
resources begin to be allocated in a way that helps better prepare for long time change.
ENTER TO WIN: Click here to meet Morgan Freeman at the Premiere of Transcendence to
benefit Aid Still Required!!
You +1 will meet Morgan Freeman on the red carpet at the premiere of Transcendence. Talk about a
photo op.
Flight and hotel included for 2.
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Every entry helps Aid Still
Required bring self
sufficiency to thousands in
Haiti.
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